I. INTRODUCTION
A quite thorough understanding of the way in which rapidly rotating fluids, in axisymmetric containers, adjust to small changes in rotation rates -either "spin-up" or "spin-down" -has developed over the past 50 or so years. However, our understanding of asymmetric spin-up is still incomplete. The seminal work on axisymmetric spin-up is by Greenspan and Howard, 1 and the large number of subsequent investigations has been summarized in the review articles first by Benton and Clark 2 and more recently by Duck and Foster. 3 For a homogeneous fluid, we know that an increase in rotation rate of the container results in the formation of thin, quasi-steady viscous Ekman layers at the horizontal lid and base, within which layers the spun-up fluid is transported radially outward, where it erupts into the vertical, sidewall Stewartson layers. 1, 4 The fluid then flows radially inward as it exits the Stewartson layers, completing the meridional circuit. 4 As the fluid negotiates this closed path, it advects with it the spun-up fluid from the layers near the walls. The result is an exponential adjustment to the new rotation rate, on the so-called "spin-up timescale" (which will be defined below). Here we are interested in how the combined effects of fluid stratification and an inclined base affect the spin-up process in a container of square cross-section.
In the case of a continuously stratified fluid, apart from the definitive work by Walin 5 and Sakurai, 6 few investigations have been conducted, and most of those are for uniform-depth axisymmetric containers. Walin showed that the Ekman-layer fluid, on reaching the sidewall, cannot flow up the wall, that motion being suppressed by gravity. Instead, it erupts into the core at short times. Moreover, at the end of the spin-up time scale, the fluid is not yet spun up, the final state of near-solid rotation being reached on a much longer diffusive time scale. It has been shown that a stratified two-layer fluid in a container whose walls have discontinuous slopes exhibits an algebraic rather 026603-2 R. J. Munro and M. R. Foster
Phys. Fluids 26, 026603 (2014) than exponential adjustment to a new rotation rate. 7 Spin-up (-down) in a continuously stratified fluid in a smooth conical container was found to lead to a variety of differing behaviours, depending of relative sizes of the dimensionless parameters of the problem, including finite-time singularities, long-time steady flow, slope currents, and centrifugal instability. 8, 9 Due to its relevance to models of large-scale ocean circulations, and in particular in simulating β-plane effects, Pedlosky and Greenspan 10 considered the spin-up of a homogeneous fluid in a circular cylinder with a linearly sloping bottom boundary (a configuration commonly referred to as a "sliced" cylinder). Two cases were considered, where the relative flow was either driven by a uniform increase in the container's rotation rate, or by the steady, differential rotation of the container's (horizontal) lid. Of most relevance to the present study is the former case, where it was shown that the uniform increase in rotation rate causes the relative motion of fluid columns across the base slope (along lines of constant height) resulting in the production of Rossby waves. For the case where the base slope is small (but with the slope height large compared to the thickness of the Ekman layer), it was shown that the relative vorticity induced by Ekman suction is insignificant compared to that produced by the Rossby waves, and so these Rossby waves play the dominant role in the fluid's spin-up.
Research into spin-up in non-axisymmetric containers was begun by van Heijst, 11 who used experiments to analyze the nonlinear spin-up from rest of a free-surface fluid in several geometries, including a semi-circular cylinder and an annular cylinder with a radial barrier. Following this, van Heijst and colleagues studied the spin-up from rest of both homogeneous and linearly stratified fluids in a uniform-depth rectangular container (with horizontal aspect ratios of between 2 and 5). 12 This work was later extended to the case of an homogeneous fluid in a rectangular container with an inclined base plane. 13 All of these studies found that the fluid's adjustment to solid rotation is characterised by three key stages, which are here summarised in relation to the case of a uniformdepth rectangular container. 12 There is, to begin, an inviscid starting flow which has zero absolute vorticity relative to the inertial frame. In the co-rotating reference frame the early flow takes the form of an anticyclonic cell with closed streamlines that fill the flow domain. During the second stage the boundary layers are established and in the case of no stratification, the anticyclonic starting-vortex is stretched by Ekman suction. Moreover, the boundary layers along each sidewall are observed to separate and detach near the corner regions, leading to the formation of corner cells consisting of vertical, cyclonic line vortices which extend over the tank depth. The cells downstream of the two long sides subsequently grow and interact with the central anticyclonic cell, giving rise to a three-dimensional, chaotic flow structure within the interior region. During the final stage, and for the case of a uniform-depth container, the background rotation leads to an eventual transition to two-dimensional motion, resulting in the formation of an organised flow pattern consisting of an array of alternately cyclonic and anticyclonic cells, which gradually decay as the fluid is spun-up (and spun-down) by the Ekman layer below each cell. For the case of a sloped-based rectangular container, this final, organized pattern occurs only when the bottom slope is small; for steeper slopes the relative fluid motion was observed to remain unsteady and irregular, eventually decaying on a diffusive time scale. 13 Recently, the authors of this paper reported experimental and asymptotic results for the spin-up of a linearly stratified fluid in a closed, uniform-depth cylinder of square cross-section. 14 We found a number of interesting features not noted in stratified spin-up in axisymmetric containers: (a) Fluid in the horizontal-wall Ekman layers collides with the vertical walls in the corners, and erupts into the interior, even on the spin-up time scale. (b) The vertical-wall boundary layers are not buoyancy layers, but rather conventional Prandtl boundary layers on the horizontal velocity, and are fully nonlinear even for very small Rossby numbers. (c) Due to finite-time boundary-layer singularity formation, cyclonic eddies form in the vertical corner regions of the container, and that formation occurs for times that scale with the inverse Rossby number.
These results stand in contrast with what is known about the spin-up of a linearly stratified fluid in a axisymmetric container: (a) Unless there is long-time differential rotation between the horizontal and vertical walls, 15 there is no Ekman layer eruption on the spin-up time scale. (b) The vanishing of the radial velocity component at the vertical wall means that the tangential Coriolis force is zero there as well, so therefore the tangential velocity component also vanishes at the boundary, and the vertical-wall boundary layer takes the vertical velocity to zero at the wall, in a "buoyancy layer." (c) The circular perimeter of the vertical boundary means there is no eddy formation for sufficiently small Rossby numbers.
In a square cylinder of width L, containing linearly stratified fluid with buoyancy frequency N, which is spun-up from a rotation rate of − to , the characteristic parameters that describe the motion are the Ekman (E), Rossby ( ), and Burger (S) numbers, defined as
where ν denotes the fluid's kinematic viscosity. There is, of course, a Schmidt number, but it has almost no dynamical significance for case considered here of salt (NaCl) in water.
In the asymptotic theory reported in Foster and Munro, 14 the fluid motion in a uniform-depth square cylinder was characterised by three time scales: E −1/2 −1 , the standard "spin-up" time scale; −1 −1 , the formation time scale for the corner eddies; E −1 −1 , the diffusive time scale. The asymptotics presented there require that
and so, as a consequence, the theoretical results are based on the assumption that the formation of the cyclonic corner eddies occurs on a time scale that is much longer than the spin-up time scale. However, condition (1) is difficult to achieve in the laboratory, and ∼ 10E 1/2 is more typical of their experimental conditions. Despite this notable difference, a very good level of quantitative agreement was found between the theory and experimental data.
When we turn to the problem reported here, for the sliced square cylinder, an additional parameter, α, the inclination angle of the tank's base, affects the spin-up processes. There are now four time scales: α −1 −1 , the time scale for stratified, Rossby-wave propagation across the tank; E −1/2 −1 , the spin-up time scale; −1 −1 , the time for corner eddy formation; E −1 −1 , the diffusive time scale. We take these time scales to be ordered in the sequence listed, and that leads to the parametric restrictions on the asymptotics reported herein,
In all of these spin-up problems, the nominal "spin-up time" is taken to be E −1/2 −1 , but as we shall see subsequently, in this geometrical configuration, that is not quite the case. The actual spin-up time scale that emerges is a bit shorter -it is E −1/2 −1 / log(α/E 1/2 ) -because of the sloped floor of the container. Nonetheless, in all of the formulation, α/E 1/2 is taken to be order one, and then subsequently, in constructing the core solution, the relative ordering α/E 1/2 1 is applied. So, for simplicity in paper organization, E −1/2 −1 is sometimes referred to, for brevity, as the "spin-up time"-even though a slightly different timescale actually arises in the analysis. However, as this new spin-up time emerges, requirements that the series in α and E be an asymptotic series leads to a quite severe requirement, that 1 log(α/E 1/2 ) 1, which is extremely difficult to realize in the laboratory. If one chooses α = o(E 1/2 ) instead, the only affect of the slope is in the Ekman dynamics itself, and is therefore not interesting or significant.
In addition to these "distinguished" time scales, in both this problem and the former one, 14 there is an early-time behaviour, due to the impulsive start in a non-axisymmetric container. For completeness, this starting flow is also reported here; it provides the initial condition for the motion on the α −1 −1 time scale. A key issue in this paper and in our previous, related paper, 14 is the eruption of fluid from the Ekman layer. If (u, v) denote horizontal velocity components -either Cartesian or polar -made dimensionless with L, then the dimensionless Ekman flux in a direction d in a rotating reference frame, in which the walls are at rest, is
where d is radial for circular symmetry, or x, say, in a Cartesian geometry. In the axisymmetric case, Walin points out that the Ekman-layer eruption occurs over a dimensionless region of width tE 1/2 (where time and lengths have been scaled by −1 and L), so that on the spin-up time scale, the fluid exchange between the Ekman layer and the inviscid interior occurs over an order-one region. 5 Our situation is quite different, in that the tangential horizontal velocity component, v, does not vanish at the vertical wall at x = 0, for example, and hence there is non-zero Ekman flux into the corner on the spin-up time scale, which must erupt into the interior. Accounting for these eruptions is an essential ingredient in getting the flow dynamics correct.
A parametric restriction, in addition to (2) , should be noted here. Application of the boundary condition on the sloping lower wall involves transferring the boundary condition to the flat coordinate plane, and corrections to that scale with α 2 . Those corrections are ignored in the asymptotic theory constructed here, so their neglect as compared with the Ekman suction term leads to the requirement that α be not too big, that is,
It is pertinent here to highlight two key differences between the analysis presented here for sliced square cylinder, and that reported previously for the uniform-depth square cylinder: (a) The interior motion in the sliced cylinder is of two sorts -a geostrophic component that decays rapidly on the α −1 −1 time scale, and a component that may be understood to be stratified Rossby waves, which decay by interaction with the Ekman layers, on a longer time scale. (b) The decay of the two internal motions indicated above leads to a state for long "spin-up" times that is the same as that for the uniform-depth cylinder. The Rossby waves, occurring on a time scale α −1 −1 , decay at a slightly elevated rate, namely, for tE 1/2 log (α/E 1/2 ) 1. That rate arises from the interplay of the inclined base and Ekman-layer eruption, and is manifest as a non-uniformity of the two-variable expansion procedure in Fourier space. We show that there must indeed be a logarithm in the time scale. Also note that the decay rates of the Rossby waves for S O(1) are numerically very large, making it virtually impossible to observe the waves under typical laboratory conditions.
In Sec. II we describe the experiments. In Sec. III we present the analysis of the interior motion on the time scales α −1 −1 and E −1/2 −1 / log(α/E 1/2 ). In particular, the Rossby waves and their decay are described in Secs. III F 2 and III F 3, respectively. For comparison, we also consider the limiting case for small-S in Sec. IV. The discussion of the side-wall Rayleigh layer in Sec. V makes possible quantitative comparisons of experimental and theoretical velocity-profiles, which are presented at the end of that section.
II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Apparatus and flow measurement techniques
The basic set-up is shown in Figure 1 . Each experiment was performed in a sliced square cylinder (width L = 38.0 cm, mean depth H = 48.6 cm), with its base-plane inclined at angle α = 0.175 rad (10 • ), and enclosed by a rigid horizontal lid. The cylinder was mounted on a variable-speed turntable, with its central axis coincident with the table's rotation axis, and completely filled with a linearly stratified salt-water solution of buoyancy frequency N = √ g(ρ m − ρ )/ρ H , where ρ and ρ m > ρ are the fluid densities at the lid and mid-slope depth of the cylinder, respectively. Once filled, the cylinder was brought slowly, over a period of at least 12 h, from rest, to the initial steady rotation rate − , and then left for at least 24 h to allow the stratified salt-water solution to attain a state of near solid-rotation.
The experiment was then initiated (at time t * = 0) by impulsively increasing the table's rotation rate from − to . The key parameters for each experiment are listed in Table I . For the range of dissolved-salt concentrations used here, the fluid's kinematic viscosity (ν) and salt diffusivity (κ) were constant, giving a constant Schmidt number Sc = ν/κ ≈ 670. 16 We also define here the aspect ratio, h = H/L, which was throughout fixed at h = 1.28. For reference purposes, we let (x * , y * , z * ) denote the coordinate system defined relative to the new rotating frame of the cylinder (see Figure 1 ) with the z * -axis directed vertically upwards and with the mid-slope horizontal plane corresponding to z * = 0. In this coordinate system the central rotation axis of the table (and cylinder) is located along (x * , y
, and the plane of the cylinder's base is defined by z * = (x * − L/2)tan α. Also note that the turntable was always set to rotate in the clockwise direction, so here we denote the final angular velocity of the cylinder by = − ẑ, so that > 0 (ẑ is the unit z-direction).
Measurements of the fluid's velocity field, as it adjusts to the increased rotation rate of the cylinder, were obtained using two-dimensional, particle imaging velocimetry (PIV). Small, tracer particles were added to the fluid during the filling process, and illuminated using a thin, horizontal light sheet directed through the cylinder's interior at the height corresponding to the mean neutralbuoyancy level of the particles, here denoted by z 0 (see Figure 1) . In each experiment z 0 was set through the choice of ρ and ρ m . The relative motion of the tracer particles was recorded using a co-rotating digital video camera attached to the turntable and positioned to view vertically down into the cylinder's interior (see Figure 1) . At the end of each experiment, the velocity data were generated from the captured images using standard PIV software. Additional qualitative insight into the relative flow was obtained from the captured images by generating images of the flow streamlines. This was achieved by recording streak paths (or time exposures) of the tracer particles over durations of between 15 and 30 s. Here we use these streak line images to illustrate the flow's key features.
B. Observations
The flow features reported here for the sliced square cylinder are, in a number of ways, similar to those reported previously for a uniform-depth square cylinder.
14 However, notable differences were observed (a) in the region immediately above the inclined base, and (b) for the case of relatively small Burger number (e.g., in experiment E, where S = 0.421). Hence, in this section we use streak line images from experiment C (Figure 2 ) to illustrate the key features observed in the flow's bulk interior when S O (1), which are similar to those reported for the uniform-depth square cylinder, and are repeated here for completeness. Streak line images from experiment A ( Figure 3 ) and experiment E ( Figure 4 ) will then be used to illustrate, respectively, the differences observed in the near-base region and at relatively small S. Figure 2 shows a selection of streak line images from experiment C, taken at various times (see caption for details). The impulsive increase of the cylinder's rotation rate gives rise to a starting flow, which relative to the co-rotating reference frame takes the form of a single anticyclonic cell, with its axis coincident with the central vertical axis of the cylinder (i.e., the rotation axis), and with closed streamlines that fill the interior domain. The structure of this starting flow can be seen clearly in Figure 2 ) show streak line images taken, respectively, at times t * = 0.34 and 1.9 (or, α t * = 2.01 and 11.3). The base slope is in the x * -direction, with x * /L = 0 corresponding to the bottom of the slope (see Figure 1 ). In both cases the exposure duration was 17 s. small compared to −1 −1 , the sidewall boundary layers are still forming and remain attached, and so have had no noticeable influence on the interior flow. Also, the Ekman layers are not yet fully formed at times small compared to E −1/2 −1 , so there is no vertical motion within the fluid's interior at early times. Hence, during this initial period, the anticyclonic starting flow within the bulk interior is effectively inviscid and two-dimensional. 12, 14 During the second stage the Ekman layers and sidewall boundary layers are fully established. The most noticeable feature during this stage is caused by the separation and detachment of the sidewall boundary layers in the upstream region of the cylinder's corners, which results in the formation of four corner cells, each consisting of a vertical, cyclonic line vortex which extends over the tank depth. The first evidence of the corner cells is observed in the streak line images after three or four rotation periods, and Figure 2 (b) shows that the corner cells are clearly formed at time t * ≈ 1. The length of the streak lines shows that the relative motion in the corner cells is weak compared to that observed in the main cell (the peak flow speed in the corner cells was typically less than 20% of that in the main cell).
14 Each corner cell grows in cross-section as more cyclonic vorticity is advected into these regions. This results in the detachment point upstream of a corner moving upstream, back along the sidewall, and the reattachment point downstream of a corner moving further downstream, along the adjacent sidewall. Notably, here, for a cylinder with a square cross-section and small base slope, the four corner cells grow at the same rate, in contrast with what is observed in a rectangular tank (either with a flat or inclined base), where the corner cells form in an asymmetric way, with larger cells developing downstream of the long sides and small cells downstream of the short sides. 12, 13 The growth of the cyclonic corner cells slows as the detachment and reattachment points on each sidewall move closer together, as this reduces the surface area on the sidewall adjacent to which the cyclonic vorticity is produced. Eventually, during the final stage, a quasi-steady state is reached when the deformed perimeter of the main cell is circular and the fluid in the corner regions is essentially spun-down, as shown in Figure 2 The streak line images in Figure 3 are from experiment A, and correspond to height z 0 /H = 0.144 above the mid-slope level. By comparing Figure 3 (a) with Figure 2 (a) we see how the starting-flow's structure is affected in the region close to the base slope. That is, within the bulk interior the cell is symmetric (see Figure 2 (a)) with its central axis coincident with the rotation axis (x * /L = 0.5, y * /L = 0.5), and this remains the case throughout the experiment's duration. However, in the near-base region the starting-flow cell is positioned centrally only at very early times, but then quickly becomes asymmetric (as in Figure 3 (a)), with a small but noticeable shift of the cell's axis towards the deeper side of the cylinder (at x * /L = 0), but throughout being positioned centrally with respect to the cross-slope y-direction. This effect -the down-slope shift of anticyclones over topography -has been reported previously in relation to β-plane effects, 17 and was observed by van Heijst et al. 13 in their experiments on spin-up in an inclined-base rectangular tank. Moreover, this effect in the starting flow was modelled by van Heijst et al., 13 by applying conservation of vorticity, but with standard shallow-water assumptions and a two-dimensional transport streamfunction to incorporate the base-slope condition. 18 For the case when the slope height is small compared to the fluid's depth, it was also shown that this effect is bottom-trapped, 13 as was certainly the case in our experiments (where H/Ltan α = 0.138), with no evidence of this down-slope asymmetry in the starting flow observed at heights z * /H 0.2. Note that, as the flow evolves on the longer time scale and spins up, the centre of cell in this near-base region gradually drifts towards, and eventually becomes realigned with the central axis of the cylinder, as shown by the streak line image in Figure 3 (b), which corresponds to time E 1/2 t * = 3.6. We now consider the small-S case and the two streak line images in Figure 4 , which are from experiment E (S = 0.421, z 0 /H = 0.310). Once again, the starting-flow's structure at early times was symmetric, with its axis positioned centrally and aligned with the rotation axis. However, at time α t * ≈ 1, wave-like motions had developed, causing the vertical axis of the cell to oscillate about the cylinder's central axis, with components in the cross-slope y-direction and, to a lesser extent, in the along-slope x-direction. (Note, this type of wave motion was not detected in any of the other experiments listed in Table I .) The peak amplitude of the cross-slope oscillation, which can be seen by comparing the two images in Figure 4 , was ≈0.25L: The corresponding oscillation period was ≈20(α ) −1 . Notably, these wave motions were damped relatively quickly, and were no longer discernible in the streak line images for times α t * 35, after which the vertical axis of the main cell remained essentially stationary and more or less realigned with the cylinder's central axis. The flow's evolution at subsequent times was then very similar to the flow described above for the S O (1) cases.
Further insight into the nature of these damped wave motions can be obtained from the spectral properties of the measured velocity data. The plots in Figure 5 show FFTs obtained from time-series measurements of the velocity component v * , sampled at the interior point x * /L = 0.2, y * /L = 0.5, and plotted against frequency f * . (In both plots, v * and f * have been non-dimensionlised by L and α .) The data in Figure 5 (a) are from experiment E (S = 0.421). For comparison, the data in Figure 5 (b) are from experiment C (S = 4.46), where no evidence of these waves was detected (see Figure 2 ). [The other key parameters ( , , z 0 /H) for these two experiments are comparable.] First note that, in Figure 5 , both of the FFTs show contributions at f * /α ≈ 0.9 and 2.8: We emphasize here that these contributions do not correspond to wave motions of the type evident in Figure 4 , but to small-amplitude oscillations (present in all five experiments) that were a facet of the set-up procedure, induced as the fluid was incrementally spun-up from rest to the initial rotation rate − . (These small-amplitude oscillations were also present in u * -component velocity data.) We found that even on the long diffusive time scale E −1 −1 (≈40 h), these small oscillatory motions were still present and, most importantly, only slightly attenuated over this period. It was clear, however, they had little affect on the dynamics of the spin-up process on the E −1/2 −1 time scale, and so these components can henceforth be ignored.
The wave motions observed in experiment E correspond -in Figure 5 (a) -to the FFT contributions at frequencies 0 < f * /α 0.6. The asymptotic analysis reported in Sec. III indicates the presence of Rossby modes with frequencies 0 < f * /α √ S: The broken lines in Figure 5 have been included to indicate the upper limit of this range (see caption), and show that the FFT contributions at the lower frequencies in Figure 5 (a) do appear to be a manifestation of those modes. Likewise, in Figure 5(b) , where the data are taken from experiment C (S = 4.46), where there was no evidence of these wave motions, there are no (relevant) FFT contributions corresponding to Rossby modes. The theory in Sec. III also shows the fluid's background density stratification significantly damps these Rossby modes, and that the magnitude of this damping increases with S. The experimental data show that for S O (1) the damping is severe enough to completely suppress these Rossby modes, and it is only at small S that they are evident. We shall return to discuss this further when we introduce the relevant theory in Sec. III F 2.
III. LINEAR THEORY
Restrictions on the analysis derived and presented in this section have been stated in (2) and (4), which are assumed to hold throughout.
A. Formulation
The flow configuration has been described above and is shown in Figure 1 . We use the Boussinesq equations, neglecting any modification of apparent gravity due to centrifugal force, and write the Navier-Stokes equations in the reference frame of the new rotation rate. Let the dimensional density (ρ * ) and pressure ( p * ) be written in this system as
where ρ * s and p * s are the contributions associated with the background stratification, ρ is a constant reference density (taken here to be the initial density at the container's lid), and ρ * and p * are the perturbations arising due to the increase in rotation rate of the cylinder. It is assumed throughout that ρ * ρ * s , ρ . We now put all of the flow variables in dimensionless form as
where the velocity vector u(x, t) has components (u, v, w). Then, the dimensionless form of the Boussinesq equations is
where the Rossby, Ekman, Burger, and Schmidt numbers have been previously defined, but are given here again for convenience:
In this work, we assume that the buoyancy frequency N remains constant throughout. The corresponding initial and boundary conditions are then
where
and (x − 1/2) tan α z h} is the flow domain, ∂D the domain boundary, and n is the normal direction at each boundary. For convenience in what comes below, let ∂D v denote that portion of ∂D that are the four vertical walls. In what follows, we take α be small, so tan α ≈ α.
B. Overview of the analysis
Before proceeding to the details of the asymptotic analysis, in all of its algebraic complexity, we summarize here the basic ideas. Following the increase in the container's rotation rate, for time scales that are long compared to the rotation period but short compared to wave-propagation and spin-up times, there is an impulsive starting flow which takes the form of a large, central anticyclone (see Figure 2 (a)), with thin Rayleigh layers on the vertical sidewalls. On this time scale no vertical motion has yet occurred. Within the bulk interior this starting flow is essentially inviscid and can be described by a simple two-dimensional Laplace equation (see Sec. III C 1), using the approach reported previously in Foster and Munro. 14 In Sec. III D we formulate the inviscid, interior motion on a time scale of order α −1 , which gives rise to Rossby waves, and the subsequent decay of motion on the longer E −1/2 time scale by means of Ekman friction on the top and bottom boundaries. Based on the understandings of Walin, 5 we know that, on the α −1 time scale, there is no inflow into the Ekman layers; that inflow occurs in regions near the junction of horizontal and vertical walls-in regions of width E 1/2 /α. However, unlike the axisymmetric case, the fluid entering each Ekman layer in these small regions flows further into the corner, and then erupts over a much smaller scale, of width E 1/2 . What occurs, then, are recirculating corner eddies of dimension E 1/2 /α, with axes that are parallel to the base-sidewall (or lid-sidewall) intersections. As in the case of the uniform-depth square cylinder described in Foster and Munro, 14 the E 1/2 /α-scale corner eddies now grow to fill the container on the E −1/2 time scale, so that fluid flows from the interior core and into the Ekman layers, flows on into the corners, and then singularly erupts into the interior. These corner eruptions are crucial to the dynamics of the interior motion, and set these asymmetric spin-up problems apart from axisymmetric spin-up, as noted above.
The remaining sections are arranged as follows. In Sec. III C, we formulate the core flow and provide a brief examination of the early-time motion in Sec. III C 1. The construction of the system of differential equations that describes the interior flow may be found in Sec. III D. The solution is obtained in the following two sections: In Sec. III E, the E 1/2 t → ∞ limit of the interior motion is found, attaining that limiting form after the transient motion described in Sec. III F has decayed away. Finally, in Sec. V we analyze the vertical-wall boundary layers on the horizontal, tangential velocity component, which slips over the wall in all of the foregoing analysis. Finite-time vorticity eruption from those boundary layers is responsible for the formation of the cyclonic corner eddies described in Sec. II.
C. The inviscid interior flow
We now perform the "outer limit" for 0 < E, 1. Ignoring terms of order E and in Eq. (7) gives
Forming an equation for the vertical vorticity component, one may then eliminate the vertical velocity and density perturbation, and that leads to a single equation for the pressure, 14 namely,
where in the second term ∇
is the horizontal Laplacian. The relation of the velocity components to the pressure is
The boundary conditions on the top and bottom walls are no-penetration. The unit vector normal to the inclined base plane isn = cos αẑ − sin αx, and so the no-penetration condition (u ·n = 0), noting that α is small, gives
The general initial-value problem is exceedingly complicated, not only because of this boundary condition, but also because of the boundary conditions at the vertical walls, deduced from (12) , that involve normal and tangential derivatives at those walls -making the problem non-separable. So here, we examine relatively long time scales. Proceeding, then, on that basis, for any time scale shorter than α −1 , allowing the neglect of the αu term, we have
The lateral walls conditions are more complicated. For example, on x = 0, no penetration means that
If the time is very short, we get p x = 0, and so, in general,
If t 1 but smaller than α −1 , the other term dominates, and so we get
The partial differential equation (11) is valid for all times short of the diffusive time scale.
The inviscid, two-dimensional starting flow
The analysis here is virtually identical to that reported previously for the uniform-depth square cylinder.
14 Here, as there, since ∇ 
For times t 1 the relevant boundary condition is (16) , and the solution to Eq. (18) is simply the initial, rigid rotation, so nothing happens on this scale. For times t = O(1), the boundary conditions are mixed, as indicated by (12 
where for convenience we define
From this solution, with reference to (12), the velocity components, for all 1 t α −1 , are given by
This same sort of solution for early times has been seen in a variety of contexts by other investigators.
11-13
At early times, and at heights above the near-base region, the experimental data were found to exhibit excellent agreement with the streamfunction (19) and the corresponding velocity components defined by (21) . Figure 6 (a) shows a sample of streamlines from (19) compared with the streak line image already shown in Figure 2(a) , from experiment C (at t = t * = 8.7 and z 0 /H = 0.329). Figure 6 (b) shows measurements, also from experiment C, of the horizontal velocity component, v, extracted along the symmetry axis y = 1/2, plotted against x, and compared with the corresponding theoretical velocity profile defined using (19) and (21) .
Finally, we note here that the early time streamfunction defined in (19) provides the initial condition for the motion on the time scale t ∼ α −1 considered in Subsection III D. (19) and (21), plotted against x, and compared with corresponding measured velocity data taken from experiment K (•) at time t = 4.4. The measured velocity profile shown is an average of data taken over a 1 s period, and the error bar shown is representative of the peak variability observed over this duration.
D. Formulation of the motion on the α −1 and E −1/2 time scales
The full boundary condition on the lower wall, transferred to z = 0, includes the standard formula for outflow from the Ekman layer, and is
For t > O (1), Eq. (12) requires that the vertical velocity is given by
and since p is a streamfunction for the horizontal motion according to (21) , boundary condition (22) becomes
This equation suggests that a time scale of order α −1 is relevant, and so we introduce
and then the boundary condition becomes
where η = o (1) . The quantity η is actually the ratio of the Rossby-wave frequency to the spin-up time scale. The corresponding boundary condition at the upper, flat boundary is
Before proceeding, note that balancing the left-and right-hand-side terms in (24) and (25) leads to the η scale for Ekman inflow -in the corners -as discussed briefly in Sec. III B.
We now expand the solution in the interior as an asymptotic series,
and substitute into (11) , with the time suitably scaled. The result for the first-order problem is the equation
subject to no penetration at the vertical walls, and
Before turning to the details of the solution, we note that if one looks for plane-wave solutions of the homogeneous version of (27) in the form
which automatically satisfies the upper boundary condition, we obtain, on using the z = 0 boundary condition from (28), the dispersion relation
This result is well-known, and is included here for completeness only: For example, compare (29) with Eq. (2.5) on p. 284 of Rhines' paper on waves in a rotating, stratified container. 19 The result also goes to the proper homogeneous dispersion relation for Rossby waves in the limit S → 0. Clearly, each of these waves propagates across the slope, like their homogeneous counterparts, 10 but here, of course, there is z-dependence due to the stratification. In Sec. III F, we determine the Rossby-wave spectrum for this geometry, with the side-wall conditions determining the possible frequencies. Note that the frequencies and hence the wave speeds (for these simple plane waves, and also for the geometry at hand) are monotone in S, scaling with √ S for sufficiently large S. A curious thing happens here: Note that integration of boundary condition (28) over the bottom wall, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, gives
using the sidewall condition on p 0 . This same zero average occurs on z = h. Physically, this condition means there is no net inflow into the Ekman layers on either top or bottom boundary, and that is possible only with Ekman eruptions in the corners. Hence, any proper solution of this boundaryvalue problem must satisfy this average condition. It appears that double Fourier series solution to (27) is not adequate to the satisfaction of this averaged condition, since such a series inherently has a non-zero average in x-y, a result that determines the approach used below. This problem seems amenable to multi-variable expansion techniques, but the slow-time effects are quite complicated, so we proceed by working with the full equations written to order η, and then carefully taking the limit η → 0 when most convenient. What is particularly surprising here is that there seem to be two rather different sorts of interior motion: There are stratified Rossby waves damped by the Ekman suction effects (which are analyzed in Sec. III F 2), and then there are additional unsteady non-wave-like modes that decay on the α −1 timescale (see Sec. III F 1). In an ansatz like that employed previously for the uniform-depth cylinder, 14 we write
The appropriate sidewall boundary conditions are that, at a fixed height and time, the pressure p(x, τ ) is constant along the sidewall, and from (31a) that constant is zK 2 + z 2 K 3 . Substitution of (31) into 
which has solution
Further, K 1 satisfies
so that
where γ mn and φ m have been defined in (20) . Substituting into the upper boundary condition in (25) gives
Recall that we must account for the singular eruptions of the Ekman fluid, so E h denotes the singular eruptions at the boundaries of the container's lid, as indicated in Equation (30). When integrated over 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, we require that E h cancels all Ekman outflow along the surface. Thus,
Subtracting (38) from (37) leads to We now turn to the bottom boundary condition in (24), which becomes
where E 0 denotes the singular eruptions at the base. On integrating over 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 as above, we obtain the result
On subtracting (41) from (40), we obtain the result
Combining the averaged equations (38) and (41), one obtains an equation for K 3 which may easily be integrated, and on using homogeneous initial conditions for C mn and D mn , we have
Using the orthogonality of the basis functions φ m (x) and φ n (y), (39) and (42) become the differential equations for the Fourier coefficients, which are where
Now, we split the solution, in conventional fashion, into homogeneous and particular components,
the latter components C mn , D mn , and K i corresponding to the steady state.
E. Steady-state solution
By direct substitution of Eqs. (46a)- (46c) into (44a) and (44b), it can be seen that the steady-state terms must satisfy
together with (43). From Eq. (47a) we see that
If we now let η → 0 in Eq. (47b) we have
From this equation, we determine that
Substitution into (43) gives
Solving, we obtain
Then, the coefficients are
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If we now recall that η is small, then one can take the limit η → 0, to obtain small-η approximations to the solution. It is evident from (55) that quite different results for the limit will occur, depending on the assumed order of λ. So, evidently, two families of eigenvalues/eigenvectors arise. There is a subsequent difficulty with the η → 0 limit, to which we shall return later in the discussion.
Small-λ eigensolutions: λ = O(η)
We begin by assuming that λ = O(η), by writing λ = η , and then passing to the limit. Denoting the leading-order solutions in this case byc mn ,d mn , andk 3 , we have, from (55a)-(55c),
Solving Eq. (56c) forc mn gives
Substitution of this expression into (56a) and collecting terms leads to
Then, substitution fork 3 from (58) andc mn from (57) into (56b) gives
Multiplying this equation through by γ mn and summing over m, n, then a second time multiplying through by γ mn mn , and summing, gives a pair of homogeneous equations for the two doubly infinite series on the right side of (59). Putting the determinant of that system to zero gives the eigenvalue problem for , namely,
Once an eigenvalue has been found, the eigenvector corresponding to β is given by
Then, the general solution for this segment of the initial-value problem is
Computationally, it turns out that there are no real and positive solutions of (61) -the only solutions appear to be real and negative. Truncating the series at N, the upper limit on the sum in (62) is M since there are M(N ) eigenvalues distributed over negative real values, beginning with o , that is, for all solutions, i ≤ o (S). We have determined from analysis and confirmed with computation that M = (N + 1)(N + 3)/8. From computations using 100 terms in the series (showing no significant difference from a 50-term result), results are shown in Table II .
So, these no-wave modes decay quite rapidly on the α −1 time scale. mn + ηc
The leading-order components of Eqs. (55a) and (55c) are then
Combining these equations, with the definition
mn , leads eventually to
where for convenience, we have defined
and
In order to solve the problem computationally, we truncate the series at N terms. Hence, in matrix notation this is the N-dimensional system 
Let an eigenvector of (69) be written as
So, the nth element of (71) is
Multiplying this equation by γ mn and summing over m and n, the quantity on the left-hand-side is U, and so we have
Setting the square bracket to zero gives the equation for the eigenvalues,
We consider here only even values of N (odd values introduce spurious zero eigenvalues). Truncation of the series at N terms leads to N 2 /2 ≡ N eigenvalues. Details of the counting, and the computation of the frequencies are given in Appendix A, where we determine that all of the eigenvalues form conjugate, imaginary pairs, so there are N /2 distinct frequencies. In Table III we tabulate the frequency ranges for λ 0 , for four values of S with N = 100. It is interesting to note that the range of frequencies for the (75) problem is closely related to the range of frequencies for the homogeneous problem (λI + SgD m ) (m) = 0. In fact, as N → ∞, the frequencies at the upper and lower ends of the spectrum for |λ 0 | are identical to the smallest and largest eigenvalues for the homogeneous problem. The way the frequencies are distributed inside that interval is quite complicated, and not identical with the distribution of frequencies for the homogeneous problem. Further, all values of |λ 0 | lie between 0 and √ S. The formal writing down of infinite series is meaningless, of course, unless those series can be seen to be convergent. Here, the vector E (m) can be seen to behave like q m for m → ∞, and from (72), T (m) has the same behaviour for m → ∞. Therefore, the sum in (75), which can be written as for the η-dependence of each λ 1k for η small. Moreover, λ 1k turns out to be complex, so in addition to damping, there is a correction to the frequency. Both real and imaginary parts of λ 1k appear to have the same dependence on η. Table IV since the small modification to the Rossby-wave frequency is of minor importance only.) We have also not tabulated results for very small values of |λ 0k |, because for |λ 0k | of order α, these damped Rossby waves merge into the fully damped modes discussed in Sec. III F 1 in some very complicated fashion. What all of this means is that the actual asymptotic series for a wave-like eigenvalue takes the form
It is clear from our computations that all values of b j have positive real part, so from the point of view of the asymptotics, all modes are damped. Even for the cases in the table for which Real{a j } > 0, that term is always smaller than the ηlog η term for η sufficiently small. So, for the series for λ to indeed be an asymptotic series, it is not sufficient that η 1, but we also apparently require that 1 | log η| 1.
In our experiments, η ∼ 0.2, and 1/|log (0.2)| ∼ 0.6, unfortunately not small enough for this theory to be valid. The last column of the table shows the real part of λ 1 for a η = 0.02, for which 1/|log η| = 0.255-still not very small. By entering the value for S ≡ 0-to be taken up briefly in Sec. IV, it certainly appears that b k goes to zero with S, and a k to −2. Hence, the trend we see in this theory seems to be borne out by the experiments, where we have found evidence for Rossby waves only at small S. Therefore, all unsteady components -wave-like and otherwise -vanish for αηlog η t → ∞, leaving only the steady-state solution of Sec. III E. Using the results in that section for C mn , D mn , and K 3 , we find that the leading-order pressure is given by
which is identical to the limiting case found for the uniform-depth square cylinder. 14 Recall that σ is defined in (52). Interestingly, the limiting value of y-direction velocity component, v 0 = p 0x /2, evaluated at the x = 1 wall, at the mid-plane z = h/2, and along the symmetry axis y = 1/2, is given by
In the uniform-depth case, we found that the mid-plane speed might be larger at large-ητ than it is at the beginning of this process, after the early time dynamics has concluded. From Eq. (19), the early time result is
The ratio of these two is
and is plotted in Figure 7 for a range of values of S.
There are four observations that may now be made: (1) For large ητ , the fluid near upper and lower boundaries is spun up, but not in the central core-just as for the case of the uniform-depth square cylinder.
14 In fact, as in that previous case, this partially spun-up state is fully symmetric about the mid-plane. (2) The long-time state is identical to that found for the uniform-depth cylinder, however, in the sliced cylinder that state arises by a combination of Rossby-wave propagation and frictional decay. Moreover, for the sliced cylinder the frictional decay is somewhat more rapid, occurring on a time scale of order E −1/2 /log (α/E 1/2 ), in contrast to the uniform-depth case, for which the damping is ordered with E −1/2 . Therefore, the presence of even a small slope leads to increased decay rates toward the partially spun-up state. (3) The corner Ekman eruptions come directly into the processes in two ways. First, as with the uniform-depth case, 14 the partially spunup state depends on the parameter σ , with a curious overshoot in the mid-tank rotation rate-the "over-spin" as indicated in Figure 7 . Second, it is precisely these eruptions that lead to the ηlog η term in the λ series. (4) Figure 7 shows that "overspin" occurs in this geometry for all values of S > 0; since R = 1 when S = 0, there is no overspin in the homogeneous case. The maximum overspin occurs at S = 2.08, where R is slightly larger than 1.25.
IV. HOMOGENEOUS SPIN-UP
Because the spin-up decay rates are so large in the case of the stratified Rossby waves, a comparison with homogeneous spin-up for this geometry might be instructive, since we know from Pedlosky and Greenspan 10 that the Rossby-wave decay rates are not large, making it possible for those to be observed.
Scaling the time by α as in Sec. III D, and inserting a regular perturbation series in powers of S into Eq. (11) leads to the following equations for the first two terms in the series:
The boundary conditions at top and bottom for the first term, from (24) and (25), are p 0zτ = 0, so the solution is
Integrating the p 1 equation,
Then, from the next order upper boundary condition (25),
we have
The boundary condition on z = 0 is, from (24),
so
Eliminating the A τ between the two equations leads to
Notice that this equation has been derived by ignoring the eruptions E at z = 0, h that were introduced in (37) and (40) to account for singular, corner eruptions. That is consistent, since this solution is not valid all the way to the vertical walls -there are, in general, boundary layers of width S 1/2 -discussed below.
Since this has the characteristic feature of a two-timing problem, we suppose G = G(x, y, τ,τ ), whereτ = ητ . Then, expanding G in an η series as above,
To next order,
To avoid secular growth,
Therefore,
So, all modes decay with exactly the same rate, as with the circular-cylindrical geometry. 10 In the notation of Table IV, the quantity a k = −2/ h and b k ≡ 0, for all k. So, apparently, b k drops dramatically to zero with S.
It turns out that the appropriate side-wall condition is that p = 0 on all vertical boundaries, we write the solution in the form
leading to
Looking for oscillatory solutions, we write A m = B m e iωτ , and hence
and then determining the y-dependence from a substitution exp (λy) gives
whose solutions are
Requiring B m = 0 at y = 0, 1 leads to the requirement
and the solution is then
Note that all of the frequencies in this S = 0 case lie below 0.225/ h. The quantities {P mn } are determined by the initial conditions. (This problem may be solved by Laplace transform, and it can be shown that no branch cuts nor other poles are present-only those leading to this residue sum.) By examination of the side-wall layers, of width S 1/2 , it is easily seen that they are passive, and that the wall condition p = 0 is to be applied to this interior solution. Considerations of Ekman eruptions and mass continuity come in this case at higher order. Details are not shown for the sake of brevity.
V. THE SIDE-WALL RAYLEIGH LAYER AND VELOCITY PROFILE COMPARISONS
The boundary-layer analysis is virtually identical to that reported in Foster and Munro, 14 and is not repeated here. Suffice it to say that the side-wall layers are very different from those arising in an axisymmetric spin-up, 5 where putting the radial velocity to zero at the sidewall makes the azimuthal component of Coriolis acceleration zero there, and hence the azimuthal velocity does not slip over the sidewall. So, the boundary layer is a "buoyancy layer," taking the vertical velocity to zero at the wall. In this problem, however, putting the normal component of velocity to zero at the sidewall makes the vertical velocity zero there, but the tangential horizontal velocity component slips over the surface, and hence the sidewall boundary layer takes the tangential horizontal velocity component to zero at the sidewall. So, it turns out that even at exceedingly small Rossby numbers, the side-wall layer is a fully nonlinear Prandtl boundary layer for t = O( −1 ), and the periodic separation and re-attachment of the boundary layers on the four vertical sides of the container are responsible for the corner eddies identified in Sec. II. Again, much more detail on this matter may be found in Foster and Munro.
14 For sufficiently small times, however, the side-wall layer is a growing Rayleigh layer, so, for example, in the layer on x = 0, the dominant terms lead to
If we consider the solution of this equation on the spin-up time scale,t = E 1/2 t, and write x = E 1/4 ξ , then the scaled equation in that time regime is
Since we have noted that the Rossby waves decay very rapidly on this time scale, over a significant period in the experiments, where τ = O (1), the outer velocity to which this boundary-layer solution matches, is essentially steady, and so,
whereṽ 0 (x, y, z) denotes this steady outer velocity defined, using v 0 = p 0x /2 and the large-ητ limit in (87), as
We can now compare the theory with the experiments. Before proceeding we reiterate that the theoretical results are derived for the condition that 0 < E 1/2 . Under this regime the sidewall boundary layers, on the spin-up time scale E −1/2 , are inwardly growing Rayleigh layers, with the formation of the cyclonic corner eddies occurring on the much longer time scale −1 . However, Table I shows that the experimental parameters contradict this condition, with ∼ 10E 1/2 , and so in the experiments we see the corner eddies forming on time scale notably shorter than the spin-up time scale. Hence, to facilitate meaningful comparisons, we avoid the corner regions and follow the approach adopted by Foster and Munro 14 by comparing the theoretical and experimental values of the horizontal velocity component v, evaluated along the symmetry axis y = 1/2, where we expect the effect of the corner-cell formation on the interior flow in the experimental data to be minimal. In this case, Rayleigh layers are needed at x = 0 and x = 1, and so the required composite solution for v, along y = 1/2, is given by Figure 8 shows measurements from experiment C (S = 4.46) compared with the composite solution in Eq. (115) (see caption for details). The data shown are for timest = E 1/2 t 1. Clearly, the agreement between theory and experiment is generally excellent at each time shown. This comparison is representative of the agreement found, on the spin-up time scale, for the other four experiments listed in Table I .
VI. FINAL REMARKS
Here we have reported observations from laboratory experiments on the linear spin-up of a linearly stratified fluid in a sliced, square cylinder. We have also constructed a self-consistent At early times, the observed flow within the bulk interior (away from base slope) takes the form of a single anticyclone centred about the rotation axis. The streamline pattern and velocity profile exhibit excellent agreement with the theoretical results reported previously by Ref. 14 for the case of a uniform-depth square cylinder. The streamfunction for this flow is derived on the basis that the starting flow is essentially inviscid, two-dimensional and conserves the vorticity of the initial condition. Similar results have been reported previously for other asymmetric geometries. 12, 13, 20, 21 Effects due to the base-slope are evident only in the near-base region, where the centre of the anticyclonic cell is observed to be shifted slightly towards the deeper side of the container.
At the end of the evolution on the spin-up time scale, the limiting form of the outer flow is found to be identical to that found for the spin-up in a uniform-depth square cylinder.
14 However, in this case, stratified Rossby waves, as in the homogeneous counterpart, 10 accomplish the spin-up, together with the Ekman-layer eruptions. The wave spectrum is complicated, the frequencies being solutions of a nonlinear eigenvalue problem. The double Fourier-series used for the solution has buried within it a non-uniformity of the Fourier-series coefficients in the limit η → 0. This non-uniformity leads to more rapid damping than that found for the uniform-depth cylinder (where damping occurred on the E −1/2 time scale), occurring here on a time scale of order E −1/2 /log (α/E 1/2 ). A careful examination of the experimental data seems at first to offer troubling information, where there was little evidence of the Rossby waves. However, for the range of S easily accessible in our laboratory -typically S O (1) -the damping coefficients were found to be numerically large (Table IV) and to increase with S, suggesting that the Rossby waves damp out very quickly. We found that for S ∼ O (0.1), and only during the early stages, the Rossby modes are detectible.
Periodic side-wall boundary-layer eruption, eddy shedding, formation of cyclonic corner eddies, and then reattachment are ubiquitous features of all of the experiments, regardless of the smallness of the Rossby number; the side-wall boundary layers are inherently nonlinear. Nonetheless, the eddies remain confined to the corner regions. As in the case of the uniform-depth cylinder, 14 the restriction E 1/2 , required by the asymptotics, is not satisfied in our experiments, where typically ∼ 10E 1/2 . In spite of this difficulty, the composite velocity profiles of the long-time outer solution and the side-wall Rayleigh layers are found to agree remarkably well the experimental data, when compared along the symmetry axes x = 0 (likewise, similar agreement -not shown here -was found for comparisons of u along the symmetry axis y = 0). 
in the notation given of (62). With series truncation, this becomes a set of M equations in M unknowns {c β }. Hence, the set {c β } is in principle determined. Then, the initial value ofd mn for this no-wave part of the solution is known and given by (64) and so we may then obtain initial values for c mn corresponding to the no-wave solution. Thus, 
Now, we can turn to the Rossby-wave component of the solution. Because there are N eigenvalues, the general solution for this case is in the form
where U k is a constant related to initial conditions. Then, the general solution is
Since C mn = 0 at τ = 0, to match to the early-time solution, we obtain the set of linear equations for U k , namely, 
. . .
Since each vector T (m) ,Ĉ (m) has N elements, and there are N/2 rows, the matrix at the left is N × N .
Hence, the set {U k } is in principle determined.
APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF THE COMPUTATION OF ROSSBY WAVE DAMPING
In Sec. III F 3, we obtain a solvability condition for the second-order terms in the asymptotic expansion for the Rossby-wave regime, culminating in an expression (84) for λ 1j , the real part of where γ is the Euler constant and the Digamma function is ψ(z) ≡ (z)/ (z). A standard asymptotic formula 22 gives
Thus, we have proved that χ 1 does indeed have a logarithmic behavior for η → 0. A similar analysis may be done for χ 3 , which can be seen to have a form much like that for χ 1 . Combined with all of the other terms comprising the numerator of (84), including the components of χ 1 that are finite at η = 0, Eq. (B10) is not arbitrary, but fully justified.
